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About This Content

2026 AD.

One year passed since aliens invaded planet Earth. These monsters have captured large districts of the Earth surface, and now all
the humanity arises against them.

Among secret government research projects there’s a virus which can help people survive and avoid total annihilation.

You must get into the secret research-and-development center and save the virus. Yes, save the virus, because it’s in danger
now...

In the new part of the game:

- 5 new missions, put together in a plot line
- vivid prehistory

- even larger crowds of monsters to wipe out before you reach the goal
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Its very rare that i leave a review but this airplane needed one! it is one of the best planes i have ever purchased for FSX SE. As
a real world pilot and owner of this aircraft i can say its level of detail and flight dynamics are incredible and it has absolutely no
effect on FPS!

10\/10 would recommend to anyone who wants an awesome single engine GA plane!!. This is a cute passive experience with
dinosaurs. A narrator talks about them, they move around (a little); more than anything else, it reminds me of the educational
"games" popular in elementary schools in the late 1990s.. I do not know how to use this add-on. I bought it in order to increase
the look of my cessna dashboard.

 I have paid for this add-on and reached out to ask for support when i couldnt see any changes and i have not received an
answer.

Does this add a plane to my choice of planes? i do not see that there is a new plane added. I also do not see any changes to my
existing cessnas.

Due to not seeing any change or a new plane and not receiving any clear instruction i asked for a refund within 4 hours, but my
refund request was denied and no one explained to me how to use this add-on.

When i download the manual for this add-on all i see it control instructions, this does not help me because i do not know howto
add the plane.

How do i use this add-on, can anyone help since obviously i am not getting a refund?
. nice game, real achievements, nice badge and great support. A lot of fun, and an external mixer is not compulsory! Perfect for
trying out mixing before doing larger investments to REAL MACHINES :-). Good old fashioned RTS. Surprisingly a lot of
depth, it's a 2D RTS which is fine, you don't notice once you got your head in the game. The easy setting is crazy easy with the
exception of one or two missions. Might give the MP a go soon. For the price a nice little indie title. I'll probably have
completed this soon, in the absence of any good market leading RTS games this little puppy fills the gap.. game doesn't work.
wont load, and there seems to be no fix for it.
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\ud83d\udc4dYes. I would say this game has its cute moments, for its price is nice. I love both cats and dogs so this was a good
game. Its simple and easy to play, fun for the little kids and parents.

6\/10 Over All

Simple, Cute and Clean.. For anyone curious to know what the PC changes are compared to the Android \/ IOS version...

PC Version:
- Removed the stamina system
- Removed training time, now you can stat up instantly in training mode, as long as you have the gold.
- Removed all in-app purchases
- Shops had their gacha system removed from the game
- Reworked diamond rewards from quests, completing entire area now grants 5 star guardians instead of gems.
- Does not require an online connection, however, your "friends" tab while exploring will be randomly generated.
- No more boss modes. (You can farm guardian shards from normal levels through the treasure system)

For what it's worth, it's a fun RPG puzzle game. After going through a quick tutorial, you can customize your character's name
and appearance. You can not make multiple characters, however. Gameplay is a match 3 game, fairly simple if you're familiar
with puzzles and dragons. You are given a fair amount of time to create matches. And...

Matching...
- 3+ sword icons causes your character to attack
- 3+ paw icons causes your current active guardian to attack (and fill a bit of it's special attack gauge)
- 3+ star icons fills up your own character's special attack gauge
- 3+ heart icons restore a portion of your HP
- 3+ gold icons rewards you with a bit more gold at stage completion.

Sounds simple enough, though to gain chests in battle, there are certain matching conditions you have to fulfill, and some of
those corner matches can be a giant pain. If your mouse cursor ever leaves the grid, it will consider it as releasing your hold and
end the turn. This can be troublesome later on when the matching conditions get tremendously tough.

All in all, a fun puzzle game, is it worth it's current price though? Your mileage may vary.. This is an incomplete game..
You keep going through doors..to chambers (rooms)
& you keep on visiting the same rooms...

0\/10
Dev(s) need(s) a high 5 on his\/them face(s). AI is terrible, physics are terrible, graphics are mediocre. The only redeeming
quality for this game is the fact that it is NASCAR and other racing games don't have that.. An excelent take on construction
puzzleers thats not just another bridge builder that tries to be diffirent but isnt. I haven't made it very far yet it was 1AM when i
bought it last night but so far there are a few things i noticed that i think sets it apart from every other construcion puzzler.

- It has a map maker.
- You can control the passengers/riders making it also a simple but fun mountian sports platform-racer(what ever you call thoes
types of games).
- What i think is the most unique is you get to place the hard points for the structures you build in some of the levels( I've
literally never seen the ability to have hardpoints mount to the ground where you want to put them instead of being preset for
each level in any bridge/whatever constructor puzzel game). Super addictive, original game design, tons of different game
modes, overall a great little game. Very polished and hard to put down, $5 very well spent! I'll be looking out for future releases
from Flump Studios, can't wait to see what they come up with next.. tl;dr: It's worth it if you want more of a challenge

Shadows definately makes the game a little bit more challenging. Rather than exploring outright, you may need to keep
some troops close by your cities in case of roamng pillagers during the early parts of the game. Espianage and security
are yet more things you need to keep a look out on over all the other things.
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Playing as the forgotten is another challenge as you have no science production at all, and technologies must be bought
out with dust, making the Forgotten very score tight during the earlier turns. Not to mention that Forgotten units are
actually a little bit weak as to balance out its innate stealth abilities.. Honestly, I love the basic game, but the DLC feels
like a "forced" extended campaign (I expected more insight after the ending instead) and the balance of the new level 4
items is OFF entirely, they all have 1 charge per mission, which kills the rewarding feeling you should have by
obtaining them. Last but not least, level 3 items felt powerful but they become really rare due to this DLC, I find
myself prefering the old basic game rather than this. Not as good as the original, by any means, but still awesome.

The big flaw I saw in this one was the hidden time limit on accomplishing your mission, and if you ever saved during
the game you're only gonna fail a thousand times as you try to beat that time limit.

#Themafiaiswaycoolerlookingpastthe1980'sclothingstyles
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